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A compact, spherozdal Type B inclusion m Allende contains mehhte laths that project radmlly reward from the 
inclusion edge which show interference growth textures The combined textural and chemical features of ttus object 
cannot be explained by independent vapor-sohd condensahon of grams in space, followed by random aggregation of 
these grams into an inclusion Rather, it probably formed from a once-molten droplet that crystallized m response 
to radmtwe cooling from its outer surface The crystalhzatlon sequence m this and another slmdar inclusion m 
which oxygen Isotopes have been measured is mehhte-spmel-anorthRe-fassaate This sequence supports the idea that 
oxygen isotopic heterogeneRles m eoarse-gramed inclusions were formed after complete sohdlfieatlon of these 
objects by parhal exchange wRh a less 16 O-rich gas, and not during or before a melting event 

1 Introduction 

Coarse-grained, calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions 
[1 ] in Allende and other carbonaceous chondntes 
have been den t l f i ed  with the highest-temperature 
condensates predicted to have formed in the solar 
nebula [2] Pubhshed petrograptuc evidence regarding 
the ongm of  these objects is ambiguous, however, and 
the communxty studying them is therefore split over 
the issue of  whether they are truly the prxrmtlve 
vapor-to-sohd condensates [3 -5  ] or whether they 
passed through a molten stage either during or after 
condensation [6--10] Grossman [11] suggested that 
there are both melted and unmelted types of  these 
inclusions and we present here what we beheve to be 
the most convincing ewdence gwen to date that  some 
of  these inclusions were indeed molten 

Most arguments that coarse-grained inclusions 
were once molten are based on the spherodal  shapes 
[6,7] and compact  textures [6] of many of  these 
objects Blander and Fuchs [6] described SLX inclu- 
sions from AUende and interpreted all of  them in 
terms of crystallization from liquids Their evidence 
for such an Interpretation is o f  two kinds (1) mineral 

crystalhzatlon sequences deduced from textures In 
these Inclusions are not  m accord with predicted 
vapor-sohd condensaUon sequences, e g. refractory 
phases such as hlbomte and perovsklte are predicted 
to condense prior to mehhte and spinel, yet  these 
phases occur at the margins of  some inclusions, (2) 
some of  the inclusions have tight-fitting, polkdltlC, 
ophltlc, or allegedly eutectlc textures that are sup- 
posedly charactensUc of  a hquld ongm In some of  
these inclusions, no sequence of  crystaUtzatlon could 
be deterrmned from the textures 

In the first argument, it is assumed that  vapor- 
soltd condensation sequences are precisely known, 
which is not  the case For example,  the condensatxon 
temperature of fassaxte, a major phase in Type B 
inclusions, is not  known relative to those of  meldlte 
and spinel I t  is also assumed that,  in a direct vapor- 
solid condensation process, phases accrete m the same 
order m which they condense This assumption is not  
required and is discussed below The second argument 
is unjustified the textures described by  Blander and 
Fuchs [6] can just as~well be produced by  metamor- 
phism as by h q u d  crystaUlzatxon It has never been 
shown that tight-fitting or potkdltlc textures could 
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not be produced by vapor-sohd condensatmn For 
example, one can envision that such a texture could 
result from condensataon of fassalte m a cloud 
densely packed w:th spinel Also, hqmd crystalhzatlon 
is generally expected to produce a well-defined 
sequence of crystalhzatmn except m the very fortu- 
itous case where the hqmd is eutectlc or neareutectlc 
m bulk compos~tmn Terrestrial igneous rocks usually 
show such a sequence Blander and Fuchs' [6] mablhty 
to deterrmne crystalhzatmn sequences :n their coarse- 
grained mclusmns might argue just as strongly for a 
metamorpinc as for an igneous ongm 

Kurat et al [8] proposed supporting evidence by 
reporting an mclusmn m Bah m winch refractory ele- 
ment contents of melthte and pyroxene grams near 
the margin of the mclusmn are Ingher than those of 
grams of the same phases m the core, while more 
volatile elements are enriched m the core grams rela- 
tive to those m the margin Kurat et al [8] expected 
that mclusmns formed by dtrect condensatmn of 
sohds from a gas would have grams m their cores that 
are richer m refractories than those m thetr margins 
Because tins is contrary to what was observed, these 
workers concluded that the mclusmn did not form 
m tins way, but formed instead by volatlhzatmn and 
condensatmn processes accompanying impact melting 
This conclusmn, however, is based on the assumption 
that the grams winch formed true condensate 
mclusmns should have accreted m the order m winch 
they condensed from a monotonlcally-coohng gas m a 
closed system But tins assumptmn ~s an unnecessary 
restriction, as one can envaslon sohd material moxang 
into nebular regions with different pressures, temper- 
atures and/or bulk composltmns from that m winch 
it formed. Such materlal could easily have acted as a 
substrate for nucleatmn of phases that should have 
condensed prior to it m its original formatmn loca- 
tmn 

More recently, Lorm et al [9] described an mclu- 
stun with opintlc textures strrular to terrestrial 
igneous rocks, and concluded by analogy that their 
Inclusion was also once molten We see no reason, 
however, why such opinnc-textured mclusmns could 
not be produced by vapor-to-sohd condensatmn, m 
a manner analogous to that discussed above for 
polktlmc mclusmns 

Our purpose here is to descnbe an mclusmn whose 
textural features cannot be explained by direct con- 

densatmn of sohds from a vapor, nor by metamor- 
pinsm, but are completely consistent with a molten 
ongm 

2. Analytical techniques 

A Inghly compact mclusmn with very httle void 
space was discovered on a slab surface of the Allende 
meteorite and a pohshed thm sectmn, TS33, was 
made of It and its surroundings Tins was examined 
optically and also with a JEOL JSM35 scanning elec- 
tron microscope eqmpped with a KEVEX Sl(l.a) X-ray 
detector Mineral analyses were obtained by wave- 
length-dlspemve methods wlth an ARL-EMX-SM, 
3-spectrometer, automated electron microprobe, 
operated at 15 keV accelerating voltage and 0.5 #A 
beam current Beam spot s~ze was approximately 2 
/am Natural and syn~etac rmnerals and glasses were 
used as standards. Data were reduced vm an on-line 
NOVA 2/10 computer, using the program MAGIC 
(J W Colby, Bell Laboratones) for matrLx correc- 
tions 

3 Description 

The inclusion, labelled TS33F1 m thin sectton, is 
a winte, i 1 cm diameter sphere A photomacrograph 
~s shown m Fig 1. The most dlstmctwe features are 
the elongate (L/IV ~ I0 1) melillte laths each of  
whtch terminates at and prolects reward from the 
inclusion nm These mehhtes are up to 5 mm m 
length and the smallest crystals are confined to the 
Inclusion margin, while the fewer long crystals pro- 
ject all the way into the core All are strongly 
shocked, wtth kink-bands oriented perpendicular to 
the length of the crystals Closer examination (Fig 
2) of the melilltes near the inclusion margin shows 
that neighboring crystals abut against one another 
and, m many cases, short crystals terminate against 
the sides of nelghbonng long crystals This kind of 
interference growth texture, displayed by crystals 
growing on a common surface, ~s slmdar to textures 
found m dev~tnfied glass shards m terrestrial ash flow 
tufts and is referred to as axaohtlc texture [12] All 
of the mehhtes m TS33F1 are opUcally zoned, with 
bright, first-order white or yellow bLrefrmgent cores 
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Fig 1 TS33F1, containing long meldlte laths (white), anhedral fassaates (grey), spaxse anorthltes, and spinel as inclusions in all 
the above phases The wtute "rim" is epoxy where the mclus:on has separated from the dark Allende matrix during thin sectaon 
preparation Transmitted hght, the inclusion is 1 1 c m m  dmmeter 

and  grey or anomalous -b lue  b l r e f r m g e n t  r ims These  

zon ing  pa t t e rn s  are d~rectly cor re la ted  w i t h  compos i -  

t i ona l  zon ing  (see sec t ion  4)  

S u b o r d i n a t e  to  the  m e h h t e s  in botl~ a b u n d a n c e  

and  shape are grey-green p leochro lc  fassalte crysta ls  

Fassal te  ~s m o s t  a b u n d a n t  near  the  inc lus ion  core,  

Ftg 2 (a) Enlarged photomicrograph of a portaon of the margrn m TS33F1 (b) Tracing of the photomicrograph m (a) showing 
meldlte (cleavage traces parallel to length), fassalte (stippled), anorthlte (clear), and alteration products (black) Scale same as m 
(a) (A) A short stubby mehhte on the inclusion nm abuts against a long melthte lath that extends from the upper left edge of the 
drawing to the lower left margin of  the inclusion (B) Several narrow mehhte laths extending m cnss-cross fashion away from the 
inclusion margin Two laths intersect each other and both are narrower at the reguon of intersection, suggesting mutual inter- 
ference dunng width-wise growth of each crystal (C) A euhedral melthte lath oriented nearly perpendicular to the inclusion 
margin has blocked the growth of a small melthte on the lower left of the b:g crystal Note also the large fassmte crystal that 
envelops the euhedral termination of the large melthte, suggesting that the pyroxene grew after the melthte had formed (/9) 
A long mehhte oriented at a small angle to the mclus:on margm has obstructed the growth of several small melthtes that abut 
against its lower side (E) The end of the long mehhte m (D) xs abutting agamst the end of another, smaller melthte lath that 
extends horizontally from the right edge of the drawing 
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Fig 3 Akermamte contents of  the core of a stogie mehhte 
crystal, as determmed by electron microprobe analysis, The 
~tkermanlte content mcreases along the length of the crystal, 
away from the margin of TS33F1 

where it occurs as anhedral crystals. Fassaltes near the 
inclusion rim either partially surround the euhedral 
melthtes or fdl angular interstitial voids between them 
All of the fassalte crystals are concentrically zoned, 
being somewhat more intensely colored in their cores 
Some crystals have famtly visible sector zoning 

Anortintes are minor m abundance and occur 
as irregular to tabular crystals No optical zonatlon is 
visible. 

Splnels occur as mclumons wlttun all other phases, 
but are mostly concentrated toward the inclusion 
core In mehhte, the splnels occur mostly near crystal 
runs Mehhte crystals very near the margin of TS33F1 
have virtually no spinel m their cores, suggesting that 
mehhte began to crystalhze slightly prior to spinal 
Fassaltes, in contrast, are densely crowded with spinel 
mcluslons almost everywhere, suggesting that 
pyroxene began crystallmng long after spinel 
Anortintes, in some cases, are nearly spinel.free, but 
elsewhere contam many spinel inclusions. 

Fremdhnge [13] have not been found in thas inclu- 
sion. Numerous tiny (~ 5 #m) metal beads (mostly 
NI-Fe) do occur as inclusions associated closely with 
spinel 

The rim sequence around TS33F1 is very thin and 
consists of pink spinel, tiny anorthite blades, gros- 
sular and nephellne These phases also occur in the 
inclusion interior as alteration products along frac- 
tures and gram boundaries 

4 Mineral chemistry 

The compositions of lndlvtdual mehhte crystals 
vary m two ways (1) the crystals are concentrically 
zoned, and (2) crystals near and projecting inward 
from the mclumon margrn change composition pro- 
gresmvely along their length All mehhte shows nor- 
mal concentric zomng, with alununum-nch (gehlem- 
tic) cores and magnesmm-rlch (~kermanmc) rims 
Crystals near the Inclusion margm range in compom- 
tlon from cores of +~d¢ ~ 10 to rims of.8~k ~ 14 
Crystals near the core of  TS33F1 have a much more 
extreme range, from cores of+8~k ~ 15 to rims of 
Jd¢ ~ 60. The second k i d  of mehhte composition 
variation is shown in Fig 3 A smgle melfllte lath, 
oriented approximately perpendicular to the lnclu- 
I o n  margin, changes composition along zts length 
from ~ 11 near the mar~n to .8d¢ 20 toward the 
Inclusion core All of these analyses are from the core 
of the crystal, so tlus is not an effect of the normal 
core-rim zonatlon discussed above Minor element 
contents of all mehhtes m TS33F1 are uniformly very 
low FeO ~ 0 07 wt %, K20 < 0 02%, Na20 ~ 0 02% 

The fassaltes in TS33F1 contam ~19 -22  wt % 
A12Os and 5-11% T102 (calculated as Tl 4+) These 
components tend to be somewhat enriched in the 
crystal cores relative to the rims Two electron micro- 
probe analyses showing the ranges in compomtlon are 
~ven m Table 1 No variation of pyroxene compom- 
tlot~ as a function of location wlthm the inclusion 
was detected Minor element contents m these 
pyroxenes are low and show little vanatlon (Table 1) 

Spxnels are near end-member Mp~d204 as shown in 
Table 1, with the exception only of pmk splnels in 
the rim layers that are FeO-nch (up to +-6 .5%) On 
average, V20s is shghtly higher in splnels near the 
inclusion mar~n than spie ls  near the core Also, 
spinels enclosed m mehhte are shghtly richer in 
V203 (0 20---0 25%) ~han spie ls  m fassatte (0 1 0 -  
0 25%) Plagtoclases show very little variation m com- 
posmon and are uniformly An 99 0-99 3 The con- 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Fassalte Fassmte Fassaate Spinel Spinel 
(12") (40*) 

S~O2 42 68 35 15 - - 
AI203 18 70 21 85 70.47 
T102 5.30 10 80 0.39 0 14-0 69 
MgO 9.79 7 19 27 95 
FeO n d n d n.d 0 06 n d - 0  16 
CaO 25.03 25 54 - - 
Na20 n d n d n d - - 

M n O  n d n d n d - - 

N 1 0  nd  nd  nd  - - 
Cr203 0.06 0 04 0 03-0.06 0 13 0 09-0 16 
V203 - - - 0 23 0 12-0 25 

Total 101.56 100 60 99 23 

1 = most Tl-poor fassalte, 2 = most Tl-nch fassatte, 3 = ranges of minor element contents m fassattes, 4 = spinel from the interior 
of the mclus~on, 5 = ranges of minor element contents in spmels 
n d = not detected, - = not analyzed 
* Number of analyses 

centrataons of  FeO, K20  and BaO are each less than 
0 02 wt %. MgO contents are slightly lower in 
anortlutes near the inclusion margin (0.13--0 14%) 
than in anorthltes near the core (0 15--0 27%), in 
accord with snnflar results m other Type B inclusions 
[9,14] 

5 Discussion 

The mehhte laths m the outer zone of  TS33F1 all 
share one feature m common despite great varia- 
tions in their lengths, one end o f  each crystal is 
located on the inclusion margin The most logical 
interpretat ion is that  the meldites all nucleated on the 
outer surface and grew inward from it Ttus interpre- 
tat ion is strongly supported by  the fact that  the other 
ends of  the shortest mehhte crystals abut against 
and terminate at the sides o f  neighboring longer 
crystals, implying that  the long crystals hindered 
further growth o f  the short ones and that ,  therefore,  
the direction o f  growth was inward The longest 
crystals are those that nucleated first and thus 
encountered no obstructions during growth The fact 
that  the meltlltes grew so close together that  they 

interfered with one another 's  growth cannot be 
explained by independent  condensation o f  separate 
grams m space and subsequent random aggregation 
of  them rote an inclusion 

Experimental ly deterrmned phase eqmhbrla [ 15] 
m the system gehlemte (Ca2A12S1OT)-Lkermanlte 
(Ca2MgS12OT) support  the mterpretataon that the 
melfllte laths did indeed grow reward This system 
shows complete sohd solution, with a minimum in 
the hquldus loop at ~ 72 On the aluminum-rich side 
of  the mmnnum, both  hqmd and crystals become 
progresswely enriched m magnesmm with falhng 
temperature and experiments [ 16] indicate that  this 
is true even m the presence o f  additional components  
Thus, rapidly-crystallized melthtes will be zoned from 

gehlemte-rlch cores to ~kermamte-nch runs The 
melllltes m TS33F1 are concentrically zoned in just 
tlus manner and, in addit ion,  individual laths become 
progressively ennched in magnesmm along their 
lengths away from the inclusion margin The lughest 
temperature port ions o f  these crystals are thus located 
at the inclusion margin, implying that  the crystals 
began crystalhzmg there and grew inward with faUmg 
temperature 
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Two hypotheses can be advanced to explain all of 
the above features (1)vapor condensation of crystals 
reside a hollow spherical shell, or (2) crystalhzatlon 
of a molten droplet. We cannot enwsage how, in the 
first model, such a precursor shell might have formed 
to act as a substrate for subsequent vapor-sohd con- 
densatlon inside it, or how it later became filled m 
On the other hand, the textures of TS33F1 are entirely 
consistent with crystalhzatlon of a free-floating hquld 
droplet m response to rachatwe cooling from xts outer 
surface 

The textures in tlus inclusion could not have been 
produced by metamorphism If this were the case, 
the euhedral mehhte laths would have formed by 
sohd-state diffusion of components toward the 
growing crystals The problem is that no phase other 
than spinel occurs as inclusions m mehhte The other 
phases that had to break down to supply components 
to the growing melthtes must have either reacted 
completely to form meldlte only, or residual com- 
ponents diffused away from the melthtes to form 
other phases, or residual sohds were physically 
pushed aside as the meldltes grew The first case is 
highly unlikely The second alternatave requires that 
diffusion was rapid relatwe to crystalhzanon hmes, m 
which case the meldlte crystals should not be compo- 
Sltlonally zoned as they now are In the third case, 
since the melfl~tes do contain inclusions of spinel, 
they were apparently unable to push aside all sohd 
grams they encountered during growth Since they 
contam only spinel, we conclude that the mehhtes 
grew m a medium m which spinel was the only other 
sohd phase. A second difficulty with the metamor- 
plusm model is why mehhte and only mehhte, 
nucleated preferentlaUy at the outer surface of the 
inclusion Without a thermal gradient, this could 
only happen ff the outer zone had a composition 
more favorable for the nucleation and growth of meh- 
hte than of other phases In tlus case, melfllte should 
be largely confined to the outer zone where the 
necessary components for growth were most readily 
avadable Yet the melflltes often extend far into the 
center of the inclusion, suggesting that any original 
compositional heterogeneity was slight In terrestrial 
metamorpluc rocks, many phases, especially aluminum 
silicates, are commonly confined largely to bands 
with a favorable composition 

6 Implications for oxygen isotope studies 

The discovery by Clayton et al [17] that spmels 
and fassaltes are enriched m 160 by as much as 5% 
relatwe to mehhtes wlthm the same coarse-grained 
inclusion Is difficult to reconcde with a molten ongm 
for any of these objects Two attempts to do so were 
based on the assumption that the crystallization se- 
quence of all Type B inclusions was that determined by 
Seltz and Kushlro [18] m phase equilibrium studies 
of a composition that hes within the range of bulk 
composmons of coarse-grained inclusions In that 
work, spmel and fassalte crystalhzed prior to melillte 
during coohng In one attempt, Clayton et al [17] 
proposed a model m wluch pre-solar, :60-nch spinel 
and perovsklte grams were introduced into the more 
~70- and : sO-rich solar nebula during its condensa- 
non and were mixed with lower-temperature solar 
nebular condensates to form precursors to the 
inclusions Melting of all the sohd phases except 
spinel occurred at an lntermedrate stage of condensa- 
tion Re-sohdlficataon of the hquld resulted m :60-rlch 
spmels enclosed within more : 70- and : SO-rich 
mehhtes and fassaltes Clayton and lus co-workers 
were unable to explain why the fassaates are also :60- 
rich In another attempt [ 11 ], completely molten 
droplets were mlhally rxch m ~60 Durmg crystalhza- 
tlon, the droplets were immersed in a more : 70- and 
:80-nch gas that attempted to equilibrate lSOtoplcally 
with the hquld The first minerals to crystalhze, 
spinel and fassatte, acquired the t60-rlch signature 
of the original hqmd Mehhte crystalhzed after slgmf- 
lcant isotopic equdlbranon had occurred and thus 
acqmred more : 70- and asO-nch composmons 

Both of the above models require that spinel 
crystalhzes at much tugher temperatures than mehhte, 
so that the spinel elther never melts or else crystalhzes 
long before meldlte during sohdlficatlon We refer, 
however, that meldlte crystallized first m TS33F1, 
followed by spinel, anorthlte and, finally, fassaate for 
the following reasons The ends of meldlte laths at 
-the inclusion margin are spinel-free in their cores and, 
towards the inclusion interior, the mehhte cores have 
fewer and smaller spinel inclusions than the mehhte 
rims We thus conclude that mehhte began crystalhz- 
mg before spmel Anortlutes have spinel inclusions 
even near the margin Of TS33F1, and no relationship 
exasts between the sizes of enclosed spmels or their 
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abundance and positron within the anorthlte crystals 
Anorttute thus began crystalhzmg after spinel and 
therefore after mehhte Fassaltes are everywhere 
choked with numerous spinel mclusmns, more 
numerous than m either mehhte or anorthlte Further- 
more, fassalte crystal shapes are determined by the 
shapes of  adjoining mehhte laths Fassalte was thus 
probably the last phase to nucleate 

One of  the samples studied by Clayton et al [17], 
A13S4, and tllustrated m their fig 4, Is identical m 
almost every respect to TS33F1 Mehhte was the 
first phase to crystalhze m it, but is nonetheless 
depleted m ~60 relatwe to spinel and fassalte as m the 
case o f  all other mclusmns stu&ed by Clayton et al 
[17] The isotopic heterogeneity cannot, therefore, 
be explained by either the model o f  Clayton et al 
[17], or the model of  Grossman [11 ], since both o f  
these models require spinel to crystallize before meh- 
hte Rather, our evidence supports a model in which 
the 160-nch coarse-grained inclusions partially eqm- 
hbrated m the sohd state with a more ~ aO-, t 70.rlch 
gas This occurred after melting and complete crystal- 
hzatmn of  AI3S4,  perhaps dunng the same process 
that caused alteratmn to grossular, nephehne and 
other secondary phases In t/us model, the isotopic 
composmons of  the various phases are controlled by 
the differing rates o f  oxygen dfffusmn into these 
sohds Spmels have a dense structure and therefore a 
low oxygen dfffusmn coefficient relative to the more 
open-structured mehhtes, and the fassa~tes are mter- 
medmte m these proportles between meldltes and 
spmels The model adopted here is lake that of  Blander 
and Fuchs [6] in that isotopic heterogeneity was pro- 
duced by partml exchange after complete soh&ficatmn 
foliowmg melting, but here the stmdanty ends That 
model reqmred the oxygen isotopic compommn 
of the mltlal solids to be pure t60 ,  whale ewdence 
reviewed m Grossman [ 11 ] suggests that they began 
at a ~ 17 0 o f  ~40%o 

7 Conclusions 

The textural and chenucal features of  TS33F1 
cannot be explained by direct vapor-sohd condensa- 
tmn, but suggest rather that ttus object sohdlfied 
from a molten droplet Meld~te crystalhzed before 
spinel m TS33F1 and also m another, texturally 
stmtlar mclusmn m wluch the spmels are ennched in 

160 relative to the mehhtes [17] This observatmn 
suggests that oxygen Isotope heterogenelt~es m once- 
molten coarse-grained Inclusions originated after com- 
plete sohdlficatmn of  these objects, and not  during or 
before crystalhzatmn 
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